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NEW QUESTION: 1
Match each type of NAT with the correct description:
Conserves IP addresses and hides the internal topology of your
network. (Choose one)
A. 1-to1 NAT
B. NAT Loopback
C. Dynamic NAT
Answer: B
Explanation:
Dynamic NAT is also known as IP masquerading.With dynamic NAT

many computers can connect to the Internet from one public IP
address. Dynamic NAT gives more security for internal hosts
that use the Internet, because it hides the IP addresses of
hosts on your network.
Reference:http://www.watchguard.com/help/docs/wsm/xtm_11/en-US/
index.html#en-US/nat/nat_dynamic_use_c.html%3FTocPath%3DNetwork
%2520Address%2520Translation%252
0(NAT)%7CAbout%2520Dynamic%2520NAT%7C_____0

NEW QUESTION: 2
According to the 'continued business justification' principle,
what must project benefits be aligned to?
A. The technology available
B. The business objectives
C. The direction of the project board
D. Regular deliveries throughout the project
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
https://www.whatisprince2.net/prince2-principle-continued-busin
ess-justification.php

NEW QUESTION: 3
A healthcare company specializes in hip, knee and shoulder
replacement operations, known as surgical procedures. As well
as providing these surgical procedures the company offers pre
operation and post operation in-patient care, in a fully
equipped hospital, for those patients who will be undergoing
the surgical procedures.
Surgeons are paid a fixed fee for each surgical procedure they
perform and an additional amount for any follow-up
consultations. Post procedure follow-up consultations are only
undertaken if there are any complications in relation to the
surgical procedure. There is no additional fee charged to
patients for any follow up consultations. All other staff are
paid annual salaries.
The company's existing costing system uses a single overhead
rate, based on revenue, to charge the costs of support
activities to the procedures. Concern has been raised about the
inaccuracy of procedure costs and the company's accountant has
initiated a project to implement an activity-based costing
(ABC) system. The project team has collected the following data
on each of the procedures.
Calculate the profit per procedure for each of the three
procedures using activity-based costing.
What was the profit for the knee procedure, using ABC costing?
A. $781

B. $1808
C. $2466
D. $2305
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
https://www.vrelearnonline.com/cima-p1-103-24/
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